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Northern Colorado will
present strong opposition
when the SCS women's
tennis team tries to repeat as
conference champions today
and Saturday.
Page 7
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So what if it's a cartoon
Ferngully is an animated
environmental film that
should appeal to an adult
audience.
Page 11
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Pathmanathan ·
loses two-year
suit with SCS,
administrators

We be jammin'

by Shella Knop
Staff writer

A Steams County District Court judge
issued a summary judgment last week
which could end Sundramoorthy Path-

manathan's two-year lawsuit against
SCS and seyeral top administrators.
Pathmanathan and his attorneys
failed to come up with sufficient
evidence to support their contention that
SCS officials violated the Minnesota
Human Rights Act when they denied
him the permanent position of director
of Security and Parking Oper,ations in
September 1989, wrote Seventh Judicial
District Judge Paul Widick. in the
judgment.
:'.Plaintiff has had more than two years
to conduct an adequate inquiry into the
facts," he said. "Suffice it to say that
while (Pathmanathan) is entit.Jed to have
all doubts and factual inferences
resolved in his favor and against the
moving parties, (his) failure to develop
specific facts to support his many

See Lawsuit/Page 10

SCS student
charged with
kidnapping
by Shella Knop and Amy Becker
An SCS sophomore and a St. Cloud
man were charged Monday in a Benton
C0unty District Court in connection
with the alleged torture and kidnapping
of a 19-year-old woman.
At about 1 a.m. last Friday, Troy
Fitzgerald Box, SCS sophomore, and
Derrick Wilkerson, allegedly held the
woman against her will in Box's
apartment at HOO East Division St, St.
Cloud, and terrorized her for about an
hour and a half~ according to a
complaint filed with the coun.
Box was upset with the woman, the
complaint said. He ripped off her
sweatshirt and tried to cut off her shorts,
it stated. The woman tried to escape
several times, but was forcefully kept
from leaving, the complaint said. Box

See Kidnapping/Page 6
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Debra Leigh and the Fullhouse dancers group jammed before "Hands Across campus" Wednesday.

Human chain formed against racism

By John Michael
Staff writer

About 130 people fonned a human
chain on the Atwood Mall to combat
campus racism Wednesday afternoon.
The turnout was good despite damp
weather, said Kirsten Palthe, even
organizer. "Hands Across Campus"
was sponsored by the Public Relations
Student Society of America.

A reggae band, Amandla, and Palthe was the lack of participation of
dancers from a multi-cultural minority groups. She said all minority _
children's club helped to attract the groups were contacted about particicrowd, she said.
pating in the event. According to the
One disappointment was having to · Sb.ldent Organizations office, there are
cancel two scheduled speakers be.cause 11 official minority groups on campus.
of the weather, one of which was SCS
"This kind of a thing has to be a
President Brendan McDonald. Palthe team effort between all organizations
decided not to delay the participants in order to make it work," Palthe said.
because of the cold.
One Other 3.5J)CCt which disappointed

May 11 unhappy hour for bars
by Brad Hoeschen
Staff writer

May 11 may be Thirsty Thursday's Waterloo.
That is the day the St. Cloud City Council will field open
debate on the ban of happy hours and other drink specials from
8 p.m. to l a.m. daily in St. Ooud.
The newly drafted ordinance proposal is already surrounded
by controversy.
Possible changes or amendments may be made at a City
Council meeting l p.m. Friday at City Hall.
Since the first request to ban all-you-can-drink specials was
made March 30, the possibility of a city ordinance has
expanded to include all drinking incentives after 8 p.m.
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Opinions -

5

Sports -

7

"We're modeling this ordinance after a Blaine city
ordinance," said Larry Meyer, City Council president. "I think
maybe this is being drawn way too wide."
The Blaine ordinance originally was drafted to ban all drink
specials from 9 p.m to 1 a.m. The ordinance was later amended
to cover specials from 11 p.m. to close.
"That's definite overkill," said Travis Kent, Campus
Management owner and advocate for banning all-you-can-drink
specials. "What is good for Blaine is not good for St Cloud."
"I have never really felt that happy hour is a problem," Kent
said. "They are providing entertainment for a certain group of
people."
·

See Ordinance/Page 13
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MSUSA elections yield
Winona, Mankato leaders
by Andrea Frfedenauer.
News coordinator
Power in the Minnesota State
University Student Association
has shifted away from SCS.
For the first time in two years,
both the chairperson and the
vice chairperson of MSUSA are
from schools other than SCS.
Steve Carswell, Winona State
University, and Leroy McClelland, Mankato State University,
were elected chairman and vice
chairman at MSUSA's delegate
convention in St. Paul, April 1012.
Carswell was not in the first
round of contenders for the
chairperson position. McClelland and Ma rc Herr, current
SCS Student Government
p resident, we re t he only
declared candidates, said SCS
Senator Brian Johnsrud. Three
other candidates, including Ravi
Sivarajah from SCS, jumped in
at the last minute. Johnsrud said
there were eight or 10 rounds of
inconclusive voting before the
convention recessed the first

day.
Carswell said some friends
convinced him to run the next
day, and he was elected
chairman after about three
rounds of voting. Having lost
the the intial race Herr joined
Chad Roggeman, a lso from
SCS, an ran against McClelland
for vice chair. McClelland won.
"It was a disappointment to
not have someone from St.
Cloud in an executive leadership
position," Johnsrud said. "It will

" If your message has some substance
to it, race should be no problem. People
have to be interested in my message
whether I'm black, green or purple. "
- Steve Carswell, MS USA chairman
be an adjusting year for SCS not
"If your message has some
having an MSUSA executive on substance to it, race should be
camp us." SCS a lu mn us J im no problem," Carswell said.
S tigman was t he MSUSA "People have to be interested in
c hairman two years ago and my message whether I'm black,
Brian Schoenborn, SCS senior, green or purple," he added with
is t he ou tgoiiig MSUSA a laugh.
chairman.
He said his visibili ty as
"Both (Carswell and McClel- chairman may encourage more
land) seem very committed and African-American students to
have some concrete views for get involved in student governMS USA," he added.
ments and initiate change.
"Student involvement is a
"A lot of times people protest
prio rity," Carswell said . but they don't work within the
"Another goal is to work more organization,
but
the
efficiently with the office staff."
organi1..ation and system are not
"There is always a need for going away," Carswell said.
more student voice," McClel McClelland said he and Carsland said. "I support anything well will definitely have an
that makes student life better or effect on cultural diversity in the
easier." He added that MS USA system.
will oppose tuition hikes.
"It sends a strong message
McCie ll and's goa ls include that two ethnic students can be
daycare at all the universities elected to the highest positions
and a proposal to require the in MSUSA," McClelland said.
employment of students in the
Siuing in a class with students
planning and construction of from all over the world is the
capita] projects like libraries.
t.ue le&rning experience, he
Carswell and McClelland said . "Diversity enric hes the
downplayed the fact th_cy are
~c;~~~~al experience on every
both African-American, but aJso
thought their presence would
said his emphasis
have a positive impact on on McClelland
cultural diversity is pan ofan
cultural diversity in the state ovcraJI goal."We're working for
wiiversity system.
allSludents."hesrud.

PARK SOUTH APARTMENTS
1311 6th Avenue South
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✓ 2 BUmoor.1. 4 PEOPLE

✓ KEYEU LOCK'->

✓ LALHJORY

✓ DISll','//iSIHns

✓ Qf-F STREET PARKING

✓ M1r: RO\/JAVfc;

✓ HEAT

✓ M1r-J1 l3LINDS

✓ AIR CONDITIONING

✓ CARPET

No

\'✓ATER PAID

✓ CLEAN AND SECURE

✓ PHONE
✓

&

&

TV. JACKS IN ALL BEDROOMS

APPLICATION FEE

✓

No HIDDEN

COSTS

Affordable at $163.75 per month, per person.
Summer $100 per month, per person.

Tom - 253-1898
Kathy - 253-9381

W
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Newman Prayer Room beginning Apnl
29,1992

TURN AROUND!
"If we do not change our direction,
we are likely to end up where
we are headed. "

Ancient Chinese proverb
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IMPA CT! WHAT IS IT?
The power to succeed In today's competitive
lob market. Gain your edge In:

ANNUAL YOUTH
SPAGHETTI DINNER
11 :30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.
Sunday, April 26, 1992
Wesley Hall
First Methodist Church
302 South Fifth Avenue

*ADULTS$
* SENIOR/STUD
* 5 and UNDE

il\MEMN
Now.Kiflko's Copy Cenle1s can
crealer8sumes,lom1s,t1yers.
211 SthAve. s....... 259·1224

}ob search slralegles
resume development

Interviewing skills
and much morel

May 1, 1992
Sunwood Inn & Convention Center

Full-day seminar for only $89. St Cloud, Minn.
Register by April 27 and receive $1 0 off.
limited seating.
"Reservations required by April 29.

Call 1·800-221-1288 for more Info.

Read and Recycle

OCEAN

..,_,_.._ _..,COUPON - , __ _ _,.

I
I
1 Coupon good for 50¢ off 1
I First United MethodistYouth I
:
Spaghetti Dinner
:
I Y our donation helps support First United I
I
Methodist Youth service pro1ects.
I
I Co-sponsored by Urban Studies A ssociation I
L ______________ .J

D
D
0
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BREEZE
TANNiN<;

0

YOUR CAREER STARTS WITH IMPACT!

Five
Tanning
Sessions
for
$12.50

All New Beds
Expires
June 1, 1992

&
654-2777
Located at:
11 O Second St. S.
Waite Park
In the Marketplace Mall
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Deadline nears to drop
spring quarter classes
The deadline for dropping classes this quarter is
Tuesday.
Students must drop classes by 9 p.m. using a
touchtone telephone.

SCS organization receives
top honor in Midwest
The SCS chapter of American Marketing
Association was named Outstanding Midwest
Regional Chapter April 11 in New Orleans, L.A.
The AMA has 104 chapters in the region and 390
nationwide. The award signifies that the SCS
chapter is in the top 12 in the nation.
"This is the highest award this chapter has
received in the 22 years of its existence," said Tami
Pankonin, chapter president. "Obviously, we're
very pleased with our accomplishments this year."
The award is based on two criteria - the chapter
plan, which states the group's objectives for the
coming year, and the annual report, which states
what the chapter has accomplished during the year
and is similar to a corporate report. Pankonin said
the two are compared to see if the objectives have
been met.
The SCS chapter of the American Marketing
Association has 175 student members who gain
professional and academic experience through the

group.

SCS Concert Choir set to
sing at spring concert
The SCS Concert Choir wilJ join with the
Chamber Orchestra and Brass Winds Ensembles to
present a spring concert 7:30 P·~· Sunday at St.
Augustine's Parish.
The program will feature a performance of
"Wo rld Premier of Mass," written by Alvaro
Bertrand, SCS faculty member and composer. Music
by Aaron Copland, Johann Bach and George
Friderik Handel will also be performed.
Stephen Fuller conduct·s the Concert Choir,
Richard Hansen conducts the Brass Winds and
Chamber Winds, and Bruce Wood conducts the
Chamber Orchestra.
The performance is part of the Sunday Sampler
Series, which is a series of concerts produced by the
SCS music department Tickets are $4 for adults, $3
for senior citizens and non~SCS students, and free
for SCS faculty and students with I.D.

Election applications for Student
Government due by April 28
Seats are open for SCS' . Student Government's
president, vice-president and senators for the 19921993 school year. Application packets areavailable
in the Student Government office in Atwood Center

222A.
Applications are due on Tuesday April 28, 1992.

Corrections
There were four errors in the past two Student
Government stories. Tho proposed boathouse is planned
for Wilson Park. The finance committee will retain the
money until full funding is obtained for the boathouse.
It was Bill Radovich, vice president for administrative
affairs, who reversed the decision on 24-hour reserved

parking spaces at Garvey Commons.
Finally, it was the Council of Pakistani Students that
sponsored the cricket tournament last weekend.

University Chronicle regrets the errors.

Liberty U may show racism experiences
by Joel Myhre
Staff writer
-Liberty University hopes to
show students institutional
raci s m through personal
experience.
Sponsored by Non-Violent
Alternatives, Liberty U is
designed to allow participants
control of the various campus
organizations that engage in
institutional racism.
The goal of the workshop is
to acknowledge past and present
racism, said Joe Thull, SCS
human relations major and one
of the creators of Liberty ·
University. "It will allow
students to actively learn about
campus racism and discrimination, and the effects of these on
students and faculty of color."
Institutional racism is defined
as systematic practices and
policies set up to discriminate
toward minorities, intentionally
or unintentionally, said Sudie
Hofmann, SCS associate profcssor of human relations.
Examples of institutional racism
would include a campus radio

station playing music pertaining
to a white audience, a university
newspaper running stories of interest only to white students, an
administration's failure to set
strong affirmative action goals,

or selecting text-books biased
toward white students.
Hofmann said she believes
many people do not understand
the difference between institutional racism and the more
visible personal prejudices.
"Prejudice is the attitude.
Institutional racism involves
systematic policies and
·practices. Most people just
understand personal prejudice."
Following a speech by SCS
human relation s professor
Tamrat Tademe on the effects of
institutional racism, the audience will th en be split into
severaJ small groups. One group
will represent minority students.
The remain ing groups will
represent various organizations
on campus, including media
outlets, recruitment and financial aid, dormitories and food
service, and education, rcpresenting teachers and faculty.

Infonnation will be given to
each group on the kinds of
institutional
racism
the
associated group uses, such as
the media's e,:;clusion of
minorities. Each organization
will then be required to defend
their use of institutional racism
on the grounds of keeping the
white culture intact, Thull said.
Thull said he hopes Liberty
University will give participants
a realization or institutional
racism. "We want students to
realize how the majority can
discriminate without breaking
laws."
Thu ll , and others, created
Liberty University from
Libertyville, originated by
Hofmann and used in her human
relations class for the past two
years. In Libertyville, students
were given the roles of
prominent town members like
bankers, Realtors and school
board members, Hofmann said.
Liberty University will take
place from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
April 30 in the Atwood Little
Theatre.

Mississippi Music Fest
is coming
May 3, 1992 at
Riverside Park!
Ralnsite: Halenbeck Hall

JAMMIN' ON THE RIVER/
Enjoy a day at the park! Activities include:
• Music • Food • Volley Ball • Arts and Crafts • Fireworks •Drawing Jam
Musicians performing this year:
• 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m. - Orquesta Sabrason
• 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. - Student Performers

4

.I'

<)

• 3 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. - Peter Ostroushko with Dean M a g r ~ a w
• 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. - John Bayley

"

• 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. - Gooneyblrds
• 7:30 p.m. to dusk - Big Guitars From Memphis

Fireworks begin at dusk!

•
,

.

On-site parking will NOT be permitted. Shuttle busses will be available from campus to
Riverside Park. Free parking wil l be available at SCS lots. Shuttle pick-up points will be
Halenbeck West and the west entrance of Administrative Services building . The shuttle will
operate from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. to 10 p.m., running every 20 minutes. The drop
off point will be the Riverside Park Pavillion.

Mississippi Music Fest... Get away for the da.v!
This activity is made possible in part by a grant from the Cen1ral Minnesota Board, through funGing
provided by the Minnesota State Legislature and the S1. Cloud Area Allied Fund Drive. lJ..
lit'=:-.:1IJ
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EDITORIAL BOARD:
MARTY SUNDVALL
AMY BECKER
DANA DRAZENOVICH
MICHAEL ATHENS

Editorials
JUST R/i"/.icl418ER ...
WI-/EN You I/V5ULt
'PollTICS~ You'R£

Park it, pal

Bike ticketing illogical,
ill-founded, impossible

INSUL-T(tyG,HE!

A warning notice found in the mud outside Stewart Hall reads,
"Your bike has been noted and if you lock it here again you will
receive a handicap ticket."

Although the effort to keep handicapped entrance ramps clear
of bicycles is wcll•intentioned, the proposal to ticket bicycles tha
are blocking ramps is ill-founded, illogical and just plain
impossible.
It is impossible to trace the owner of a bicycle unless it is
registered with the city. The warning notice clearly reflects this;

there are no license numbers, no makes or models, colors or
states of registration recorded on lhc warning slip. In fact, OOld
Jines are crossed through all four of the-vital information places.
Yet, it states if the bike is parked there again, it will get a
ticket. Go figure.

It doesn't take a Rhodes Scholar to figure out that if there is
no hard evidence linked to the owner of the bike, the ticket could
be deposited in the nearest trash can and the fine avoided with no
possibility of further university action.
Mark Petrick, Security and Parking Operations director, said
that security officers will try and commit bicycles to memory.
One look at the plethora of bicycles locked around campus
makes this another impossible task for officers who are merely
human.
Even more ridiculous is the notion of autoclamping a bicycle.
On paper and in loose discussion, this could seem the one and
only possibility of sanction for illegal parking. But what could
stop the owner from unlocking the bike from the railing and
carrying two-wheeler and autoclamp away as one? Although this
would cause a serious delay in the cyclist's travel plans, it could
also cost the university a few hundred dollars in missing clamps.
This is a bad idea if there ever was one.
Even though there is no way the university can make a fine
stick when a non-registered bicycle is locked to an entrance
railing, this is not an open invitation to park bikes on or near
handicapped ramps. These ramps are here for a reason, and to
block someone's only entrance to a building is plain stupid.
Even more stupid, though, is the idea that somehow this
illegal parking can be enforced on a daily basis.
University
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Should SCS limit campaign spending?
Absolutely ...

... not

by Amy Becker, Managing editor

by Marty Sundvall, Editor

There is currently no spending limit for
SCS students campaigning for Student
Government
CNN reported this week that George Bush
has spent about $8 million to date on his reelection campaign. Paul Tsongas withdrew
from the race in part because he lacked the
funds.
Where did it all begin?
Perhaps at a place very much like SCS.
Yes, the pathetic politico-in-training lurks
at SCS. It's hard to say whether some
Student Government Wannabe 's want to
spend big bucks campaigning because they
observe its usefulness in national campaigns
or because they think buying votes in the
fonn of myriad advertisements is preferable
to developing original, student-oriented
ideas. Either way, it's a shame.
Student Government should be a forum
for students to create positive change on
behalf of other students. Instead, it has
become a resume-stuffer for far too many. It
has also - at least for two years - served
as a stairstep to "bigger, better" politics as
local presidents parlayed those positions
into MSUSA chainnanships. Only the SCS
It is ridiculous when students outprice
equally qualified candidates in a mini media
blitz to be elected to Student Government.
Strict, reasonable limits should be set that
allow realistic access for all candidates. Titis
might encourage students to attend
candidate debates and make decisions that
arenot based on tabletop fliers, rhetorical
posters and nice pictures.
These things are no substitute for wellarticulated ideas and debate. Recognizing a
name because one has been repeatedly
exposed to it is no excuse to vote for
someone whose record is unclear.

In these days of free-wheeling campaign
spending, it seems there is no limit to how
much a candidate can spend to get elected to
the office of their choosing.
But, depending on who you talk to
concerning the subject, there may be a limit
of $50 that a student can spend on a SCS
Student Government presidential campaign.
Presumably, this limit is so that a poor
litt1e rich kid can't sixnd a wad of daddy's
money to spread his name all over campus
in an effort to get elected. It has something
to do with name recognition. (In other
words, if you see a name all over the place
you will be inclined to vote for this schlep
when you see the name on the ballot.)
Theoretically, it shouldn't matter how
much advertising is done because e1cctions
are supposed to be based on issues - issues
that k:nowledgable voters will use when
casting their ballots. Therefore the most
qualified candidate will always win. But
that, as we all know, is a load of doggie
doughnuts.
Few Americans know anything about
issues, and it is likely few at SCS are knowledgable about any campus issues. Face it,
there have been self-serving, fence-jumping,
politicking, toothy-smiling presidents elected in the past, and there will be selfserving, fence-jumping, politicking, toothysmiling presidents elected in the future. This
is at both the national and collegiate level.
So why shouldn't the government of our
beloved campus follow the national trend
and make its elections a spending frce-forall? Just lhink, they could keep copying
companies in business, plug the local
economy and create heaping mounds of
non-recyclable trash all in an effort to buy
their way into office.
How American.

" ' ,6, ,, , , ,

PINIONS
Judgmental Christian
attitudes disillusioning
the majority of people
Timothy R. Larson is under the
impression that Christians must
believe everything he believes in
order to properly live by God's
word. I, myself, am not a
Christian but many of the

Christians I know are opcnmindcd, liberal folks who do not
believe homosexuality and
abortion are evil.
Then, there arc the ones, like

Christianity is the one, true faith,
an idea that Larson obviously
keeps wrapped around himself
like a flag. All I can say is, it just
isn't so. Are there actually still
those who believe that the
billions of non-Christians in this
world are doomed to eternal
torment because they don't
worship the deity of a onceobscure little cult from the
Middle East?

Larson, who point their fingers at
us heathens crying "Shame!
Shame!" I don't give a fig aOOut
what the Bible supposedly says
about abortion, homosexuality, or
anything else. The Bible has
been revised so many times that
it's very difficult to figure out
what the original meaning was
anyway. It is so full of
inconsistencies and
contradictions that people can
pick out whatever verse suits
their needs and use them to serve
their own purposes. A person
who uses the Bible to support his
or her own bigotry and ignorance
loses credibility real fast.

Churches are losing their
members. The number of
pastors, ministers, priests, and
other clergy folk is dropping.
People arc becoming increasingly
disillusioned because of the
judgmentaJ and holier-than-thou
attitudes exprc~ by many
Christians today. Christians can
no longer afford to claim that
they are God's chosen ones and
that the rest of us are going to
hell. They must accept the fact
that their religion is simply one
among many.

UniversityGIRONICT.E
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The opinions expressed on this page are
not necessarily those of University Chronicle

Campus deserves inserts
We have just been informed of the decision
imposed upon you by the Student Government
banning preprinted inserts for the purpose of litter
control.
We have name-brand clothing sales on the
campus unions of over 50 univcisities.
Consequently we do extensive advertising to
publicize our event Inserts are by far the most
effective way of notifying both students and staff
of our sale. We think that students want to know
of our sale so that they can take advantage of
purchasing branded clothing at below retail.
Therefore, inserts benefit both buyer and seller.
Other advertisers effectively use inserts lO bring
attention lO their products as well. We all use
food and drink coupons extensively. Most of the
time these appear in the form of inserts into the
newspaper.

sake of litter control-disposable cups perhaps or
all paper prcxlucts? Maybe even the Chronicle
itself will be banned when seen blowing and
flapping freely through campus on a windy day.
These ideas are as ludicrous as the ban on inserts.
Our company does business with university
newspapers all over the country. None have
banned inserts for any reason. This is the first
campus that we deal with that has imJX)sed strict
rules on the flow of advertising. The public
needs and deserves access both to news and free
markets.

Clinton J. Kraft
President, Clothing Concepts Inc,

What else will be banned on campus for the

'============================~
r
Pilll;

Margaret Moller
junior, English

I would also like to address
another common fallacy held by
many, and that is the notion that

Leftist controlled media
conspiracy in full swing
The press has recently referred
to how low Bush has fallen in
the polls. I believe the real story
is just the opposite, how
amazingly HIGH his ratings
have remained under the
onslaught from the leftist media.
George Bush's magnificent
and remarkable accomplishments
in creating the coalition that
defeated evil in the Mideast was
the embodiment of everything
the liberals (from Wilson to
Stevenson to Mondale) had ever
dreamed of. Combine this with
the unparalleled military victory
which drew obvious
comparisons (the Democrats had
a war-Vietnam; the
Republicans had a war-Persian
Gulf) and the leftists knew they
were in trouble. In fact, the
entire leftist/elitist/ democrat
establishment was on the verge
of extinction, BUSH HAD 10
GO,
Their envy and need to
coverup foolish pre-war
congressional and media
statements led them to the
seditious treachery witnessed

over the last nine months
(SCUD: Seriously Confused
Uninformed Democrats). They
hijacked our press and began a
withering and relentless attack on
the presidency. Pariahs like
Fonda, Gartner, TLSCh and
Moyers used every cunning,
derelict and devious tool
available to tum an altruistic
American accomplishmen~ into
something less. Noble became
malicious, magnanimous became
maligned. To refer to the
propaganda stooges at CBS,
NBC and CNN as newspcople is
a preverted mockery.
All Americans should be
alarmed and offended. Our once
free press has been snatched by a
small evil gang with a JX)werful
detennination to grab control of
our Republic. Thomas Jefferson
forewarned us about such
malcontents. They lost in the
USSR and Eastern Europe but
their conspiracy is winning here.

Bohemians have moral duty to protest
ster~otyping in motion picture, song
I am very sad to see the way in which people flock to scc"Wayne's World", the movie. This movie
has res~ected a great !njustice which I thought had passed. Without even caring, Wayne and Garth
once a~ru~ hav~ committed blatant stereotyping which is uncalled for in this day and age. It is this kind
o~ contmumg disregard for others that creates pain and misunderstanding in our society today.
Yes, I think we all know of what I write. This movie has raised a great obstacle in understanding my
people. The song "Bohemian Rhapsody" by Queen gives people the pre-conceived notion that
Bohemians o~ten c~mit rhapsodies. The rhapsody means: "an ecstatic or highly emotional utterence
of wor~ effusively ~cohe;rent and extravagant discourse." It is unfair that people now believe
::c~s~ians at any tune might utter an emotional incoherent uuerance so Hollywood can make its big

In protest I call all Bohemians to go sec"Wayne's World", follow their "basic instinct," and shout out
the ending. You can yell out all three if it makes you feel better.

John B. Thosteson

Bill Freid

Roswell, GA

senior, Social Studies
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Kidnapping:

Hearing May 5

allegedly threatened her and
dragged her with a rope.
The woman also told police
Box cut her hair and heated a
fork with a lighter, which he
held near her eye, "terrorizing
her, .. the complaint said . The
woman escaped when two other
people s howed up at the
apartment, accordi ng to the
complaint
The woman who filed the
complaint is an SCS student.
She said· Wednesday she was

unhappy with initial media
coverage of the incident. "Not
all the information was
presented correctly," she said.
Al tho ugh Wilkerson was
implicated in the complaint, the
woman said "N inety percent
(was) done by one person," and
added that it was Box.
The woman added that
counseling has been made
available to her. "I'm fine. I'm
just sick of hearing about it
nonstop. I already think of it

from Page 1
enough on my own," she said.
She said she initially had no
reason to suspect any danger
Friday night.
Box and Wilkerson are being
held on $25,000 bail and are
being charged with fifth-degree
assau lt. Box alsO is charged
with kidnapping,
whi le
Wilkerson is charged with
aiding kidnapping.
The two are scheduled for
anot her hearing in Benton
County May 5.

Everybody--dance now!
Johnny Holm
Non-suitcase dance
Grand prize:
$800 travel
certificates!

Recycle University Chronicle

MustbeSCSU
st11de111 to win

Whether You're Out
~For The Summer
~ -Or Out For Life
Y Call Godfather's Pizza to reserve
your end-of-the-school-year party!
Godfather's offers:
Separate Dining Area for Groups
and Parties
Facilities For Up To 100 people
Big Screen 1V
VCR (on request)
Special Group Rates

Godfather'S Pizza
27th & Division
St. Cloud
ask for Mary Miller
253-7441

£o$R-o7

Lets Make A Deal!

waNUYEII

April 28 at the Halenbeck Hall
Fieldhouse 9:30 p.m .-12:30 a.m.
$5 advance tickets will be sold
April 27 and April 28 at the
Atwood Carousel from
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tickets are $6 at the door.
Sponsored by RHA

Hot Fun in the
Summertime!
Summer School at

scsu

•Choose from more than 600 courses
• Work ahead on your major field of study
• Catch up on your course work
• Select from morning, afternoon or evening courses
•Take Fridays off! Most classes meet Mondays through Thursdays.
• Enjoy St. Cloud's summertime:
Art fairs
Outdoor concerts
Wheels, Wings and Water Festival
Nearby camping, fishing and sailing
First Term: June 8 to July 10
Second Term: July 13 to August 14

ST. CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY

For a class schedule for St. Cloud
State University's Summer
Program contact:
Summer Session Director
Administrative Services Building 121
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301-4498
Phone: (612) 255-2114
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Huskies, UNC set
for rivalry match

g

byDana
Drazenovlch
Production
editor

SCS coach Larry Sundby
said the Huskies are ready to
fighL "There isn't anyone who

would pick us over them," he
said. "But we're going to try.

The conference crown is in
th eir hands, but the SCS
women's tenni s players will
have to fight to keep it for

another year.
The Huskies began North
Central Conference tournament play yes terday in
Sioux Falls, S.D. Last year
SCS squeaked by rival team
Northern Colorado for the
conference title. But the Bears
are looking even stronger this

y~ar -

all of last year's

players are back, and the
addition of a Division I player
in the first singles spot pushed
the rest of the line-up down a
notch.

"We have developed a
rivalry with them, so I don't
think we'll have any problem
getting motivated"
The Huskies have shown
strength in recent matches,
easily beating teams like the
University of MinnesotaDuluth, with whom they had
close matches earlier in the

season.
"We really smoked them,"
Sundby said. "I think we're
reaching our peak at exactly
the riS,ht time."
They might beat us down
the line, but they'll have to
work: for it," he said.

St. John's drops SCS
in season's last match

g

byMlke
Grieve
Staff writer

Tie-breakers
were the rule, rather than the
exception, Tuesday at St.
John's University as the SCS
men's tennis team dropped its
last dual match of the season,
6-2.
Five of the eight matches
included tie-breakers, with lhc
Huskies winning three, but that
only resulted in one of their
two wins.

Paul Mlddlestaedt/photo edtor

Erik Hansen, Scott Blgalke and Kim Katzke work out Wednesday on 10th Street In
preparation for the coming North Central Collegiate Cycling Conference.

Cycling team gearing up
by Jim Boyle
Staff writer

Defending conference champs
ready to prove worth for 1992

The rewards
Chris Grande
has for forming and competing
in SCS' cycling team are not
always obvious.
Last year, he ended his racing
season during the conference
championships when he wiped
out, skidding on rain soaked
pavement in Northfield for more
than 20 feet. Grande fell after
another racer bumped him on
the sprint to the finish line.

of the club,
was
still
forming the
team during the
fall
racing

"I was moving at 30 (miles · season.
per hour) plus when it
Other schools had already
happened," Grande said. "I was earned points toward the North
pretty bummed out."
Central Collegiate Cycling
While the resulting wounds Conference title.
took a while to heal, his spirits
In fact, by the time the club
didn't. His psyche quickly shot was ready to compete, Carleton
back up when he learned that College already had more than
his team won the conference 300 points.
title. An impre ssive feat
considering Grande, president
See Cycling/Page 9

St. John's Ray Young
defeated Myles Anderson 6-4,
6-7 (7-2), 6-3 in No. 1 singles.
SCS ' Tom Fenton beat
Andrew Young 6-2, 3-6, 7-6
(7-4) and Jeff Gilson defeated
Andrew Ray 6-0, 7-5 for the
Huskies' other singles win. SL
John's Mark Encell defeated
Brookes Taney 7-6 (7-3), 6-2.
The Huskies' Brad Digre and
Ryan Ruedebusch also lost
singles matches.
Peter Crouser and Ray beat

See Tennis/Page 9

Host SGS wins first
MSUS cricket tourney
SCS won the Minnesota
State University System's first
cricket tournament organized
by the Council of Pakistani
Students last weekend.
SCS beat Minneapolis XI
71-68 in the final to win the
tournament, which is being
planned as an annual event
In the championship,
Minneapolis XI scored 68 runs

MSUS Cricket Tournament
Pool A
Mimeapo~s XI 89, Wirw:,na 81
SCS 62, Mimeapolis XI 61
SCS 73, Winona 58

Pool&
Moofhead 70, Mal'U!D 54
Southwest 101, Moorhead 31
Mal'U!D 52, Southwe&t 48

in its atoned 15 overs. SCS
scored 71 runs in 11 overs to
end the game and win the
trophy.

All matches were 12 overs
except the final, which was 15.
Amer Hassan and Sohail
Anwar each scored 15 runs for
SCS. Muzzafar Siddiqui of
SCS was named Man of the
Maleh.
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Defending its honor

ten:te ie!C!m :;;~

its
1991
cochampionship at the
North
Central
Conference Tournament this weekend in
Sioux Falls, S.D.
1be Huskies are coming off a 6-2 loss
to St. John's University Tuesday with
Jeff Gilson and Tom Fenton picking up

the lone victories.
SCS dropped four of its last six
matches and was

OUlSCOred

35-18. The

Huskies are 5-5 in their last 10 matches
and 11-13 overall.
Fenton and Ryan Ruedebusch are tied
for the team high in singles victories
with 12 wins each while Brad Digre and

Ruedebusch lead the way in doubles
with a 12-10 record.
The other schools competing in the
NCC tournament are Augustana
College, Mankato State University, the

weekend when it squares off with North
Dakota State University at Fargo, N.D.
SCS lost its only doubleheader last
week against Lhe University of North
Dakota 8-7 and 7-3. The Huskies are 02 in the North Central Conference, 7-13
overall and have missed 16 games
because of bad weather.
The expected starters for the weekend
include Dave Oehrlein (0-4, 10.48
ERA), Jim Hanson (2-3, 5.16 ERA),
Dave Anderson (2-1, 6.19 ERA), and
Dan Carlson (1-0, 2.25 ERA).
Carlson leads the Huskies in batting
wilh a .455, average - including three
home runs and five RBI.
Troy Marcio is also among the
leaders wilh a .421 average, while Ron
Fuchs is tied with Carlson for the home
run lead (3) and posts a team-high 12
RBI.
SCS continues action Wednesday
when it plays host to St. John's at Dick
Putz Field.

University of Northern Colorado, the
University of South Dakota and South
Dakota State University.

D

Splitting from splits
The SCS softball
team looks for more
than just a split out of a

Weekend weather

~

The SCS baseball
team wtll attempt to

~ ~ play a
~ ~ without

full

series
weather
cancellations
this

SOFfBAIJ. :~:::e~::~e;ow~::t~
Dakota State University Friday at Selke
Field.
The Huskies split their last three

doubleheaders and enter Friday's action
with a 2-2 North Central Conference
record, 13-7 oveniu.
The Huskies are led on the mound by
Sue Varland (6-3, 1.72 ERA), who
struck out 25 batters in the 20 innings
she pitched last week. Jodi Grzeskowiak
is also 6-3 with a team-leading 1.54
ERA.
Senior third-baseman Shelly Jensen
leads the Huskies in most offensive
categories with a .446 average, 25 hits,
nine doubles, three triples and 17 RBI
- all team highs.
SCS travels to Mankato for the
Mankato State University American
Legion Tournament Saturday. The
Huskies play three games Saturday and
pool play begins Sunday.

At stake: Drake
The men's
and
women 's track teams
compete in the Drake
Relays Friday and
Saturday.
Sophomore Stephanie Aspen led the
women's squad last weekend as s he
provisionally qualified for the NCAA
Division II Outdoor National
Championships in the 5,000-meter run
with a time of 17:56.39 to finish second
at the Minnesota Invitational Saturday.
Becky Anderson took two first-place

finishes - the long jump (18-3 1/4) and
the triple jump (36-8 1/2).
Sue Slater took first in the 100
hurdles and Simona Samuelson finished
second in the discus. GiGi Deslauriers
finished second in the high jump.
The men's relay teams set meet and
school records while placing first in five
events at the Carleton Relays Saturday.
The 4 x 100-meter relay team of
Mark Larson, Todd Haferman, LaMar
Miller and Lawrence Means turned in a
winning time of 41.57 lo break the
record they set in last year's North
Central Conference outdoor meet.
The 4 x 400-meter team of Scot
Joynt, Randy Roeske, Larson and
Means had a winning and record-setting
timeof3:14.73.
The Huskies had two other first-place
finishes: Tony Lovcik (javelin) and
Todd Trutna, Joe Reynolds, Mark
Schmidtbauer and Scott Gove (4 x
1,600 relay) finished first in their
respective events.

Complied by Troy Young

Advertise in University Chronicle
255-3943
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50% Off Retail
117 So. 5th Ave. - Downtown St. Cloud
(Across from Norwest Bank)

At Modest rrices

Sweat Pants - Sprtng Colors
Slightly Irregular - Reg. $6. 79
Heavyweight Sweatshirts
Slightly Irregular - Reg. $12.99

$8.99

Lycra Style Leggings
Reg. $12.99

$8.99

603 Mall Germain

251-8962
M - F 9:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

All Mens & Ladies
Used Clothing

20%OFF

Sun. 12 - 4

Sprtng Jackets

25%OFF

Selected Knit Shorts

25%OFF

NEW SPRING
MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING DAILY!

T-shirts
Slightly_Irregular - Reg. $3.99
All Sunglasses In Stock

2/$5

25%OFF

RAGSI'OCK HAS BEEN
RECYCLING FOR OVER
40YEARS

We buy our diamonds directly from
cutters. not middle men or wholesalers.
Because we buy direct we are able to offer
superior quality diamonds at very reasonable
prices.
Stop in and let our diamond
professionals show you how cut, color and
clarity determine each diamond's beauty and
value.

Present this ad with a valid SCS ID for a
special 33% discount on any
diamond engagement or wedding ring
through May 16, 1992.
Open:

Dj.BITZA_:r;J

Mon - Fri 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday 1O a.m. - 6 p.m.

Crossroads Center· next to JC Penney

Jf?lrff?!d
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Cycling:

Tennis fromPage7
Anderson and Ruedebusch in doubles 6-4, 6-7 (7-2),
6-3, and Encell and Marie Montemtini defeated Brian
Gambill and Taney 7-6 (7-3), 6-2.
The No.

2 doubles match was not played because

St. Jobn 's had already won lhe match.

''The matches were a lot closer this time," said Jay
Schlorf, SCS coach. Last time the Huskies were
beaten by SJU 8-1.

"The guys played well. This is a good tune-up for
the conference tournament," Schlorf said. The
Huskies began North Central Conference tournament
play Thurway.

Schlorf said all players except Gambill were
expected IO go IO the tournament Mike Dincau and

D:ive Carlson are alternates for the Huskies, who
will complete tournament play on Saturday.

"Carleton was so confident they
were going to win it, their school
bought them plane tickets totaling
$4,000 for the national tournament

-

two

momhs

before

the

conference champion was even
decided," he said.
Grande credits his team's success
to its willingness to work hard and
improve.
He's also not afraid to give
himself some credit
"I worked my butt off to get the
team to where it got last year," he
said. "It was a great thrill to see the
work pay off - for the team and
me."
Grande's hard work is still paying

dividends. SCS leads the conference
by 12 points, with one regularseason race and the conference
championships remaining.
The club moved into first place
two weeks ago when it placed first
in team competitions at 9ustavus
Adolphus. The club collected 342
points, giving it 468 total points. St
Olaf dropped to second place,
trailing SCS by 12 points.
Points toward the conference
standings can be earned with road
races, the criterium and time trials in
three different categories: A men's,
B men's and women's.
To qualify for A men's, most
racers are licensed by the United

States Cycling Federation or
classified as Category 3 or better.
Racers in B men's can move up to
the A division but, once in A, are
not allowed to move back down to
the B men's.
SCS averages about 100 points
per race, but some teams are
satisfied with 50, Grande said.
This year's team has 16 men and
two women.
"I think our success has come
from the fact that we have a deep
team," said M..J. Kroll, team
member. "We have a lot of good
riders, not just a couple of stars. If
there's one thing we do need is more
women racers."

Tuesday 28

Softball v.
Southwest St.

LORS®

12 games)
@2:50

Tlnted Soft Contacts
to Change EyeQolor

.~99.98~

Wednesday 29

regular $199.90

Baseball v.
St . .John's
@2:50

i,;..,., »';;;~tilulCosmetics
Eyes" Solution Starter Kits
lrdu:les Cover Girl

and Cibe's AOSept lens Caie Kit

Mltlwest Vision

=====centers

Saturday 2

Baseball v.
Mankato St.
12 games)
@2:50
ThursdaySaturday 7-9
NCC

Baseball
Tournament
TBA
COURAGE

,MONEY
FOR COLLEGE

CENTER
3915Golc!enValley Aoad
GoldenValley, Miooesota55422

ATTENTION
PRE-ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
MAJORS

Every student Is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental Income.

NEW DRINK SPECIALS
MONDAY-TUESDAY--

PiTCkms ANd SckNApps
Book-EM's BANANA splAsk

WEDNESDAY-- Buckm of Bud ••d Bud LiGhT

THURSDAY-- Skip ANd Co NAkEd
FRIDAY-- REGISTER TO WIN
$~0 CASH! PLUS FREE
HORS D'OEU'YRE FROM

Access codes tor tall
quarter must be picked
up on the following dates:
Seniors & Juniors

April 27 • 28
Sophomores

April 29 • May 1
Freshmen

Maya -12
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Call 255-3233
for appointments

4 p.M.,7 p.M.

Financial Aid

r----------------------,
Book - Em's

Available Immediately!
Special grants program

1

Every student eligible
No one turned down

I
I
I
I

I

Simple application

Sendnr':(:.?'..f:b~~) P&H
Student Services
P. O. Box 22-4026
- Hollywood, FL 33022

9

Grande trying to build a dynasty from Page?

t
QUARANTIEED.

I
I
:

2s9-62s4

Across from the courthouse

Buy 1 Pitcher,

Getl FREE!
Coupon good through May 5, 1992

L----------------------
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Lawsuit

The allegations in the second
suit stem in pan from a personal

from page 1
position, and ultimately his

relationship Pathmanathan had
in early 1988 with Mary Soroko,

entire cause of action."
A suit was filed in June 1990.
Allegations filed in· the suit were

assistant vice president for
academic affairs. He claimed

5exual harassment, defamation,

Soroka was upset about him not
wanting to pursue the relation-

conspiracy, Wrongful

ter-

ship. He also alleged that she

mination, civil rights violations

harassed him after he tenninated
the relationship by spreading

and racial

and religious

discrimination. He was seeking

damages in excess of $50,000.

lies throughout the SCS
community, Widick said in the

judgment.

Widick dismissed the
defamation claim, saying
Pathmanathan did not show

Soroka demonstrated actual
malice by knowingly making a
false accusation against him.
However, no evidence prov.es
her claims.
Joseph Marshall, Pathmanathan's attorney, was not available for comment when this
edition of University Chronicle

went to press.
In the 32-page summary
judgment,
Widick
cited
instances where Pathmanathan's
claims are unfounded based on
the lack of evidence he and his
attorneys have presented to the

court
University officials are
pleased with the outcome of the
case, said Deb Hudson,
university spokeswoman. "The
university has said since the

beginning that this lawsuit was
without merit and we have
categorically denied each and
every allegation," she said. "We
are very pleased that the court
has agreed with our position."
However, Widick's ruling
noted Pathmanathan might not
have had enough money to
conduct a thorough investigation
of his claims.

Some information from the St.
Cloud Times.

Environmental-theme film
appeals to adults, children
What may be the most
appropriate way to conclude
Earth Week at our fine learning
institution? Perhaps by picking
up and venturing down to the
local movie theater to watch a

G-rated cartoon on the big
screen. Really. In light of
Simpsons Mania, I should not
have to provide any son of
fundamental argwnent
supporting adult audiences of
animated entertainment Thus, I

am confident that even YOU
will look cool purchasing a
ticket for "FCmgully ... The
Last Rain Forest."
OK, so it is a cartoon; and

''Ferngully ... The
Last Rain Forest"
Who: The voices of

Robin Williams,
Samantha Mathis and
Christian Slater
Where: Crossroads
Cinema
When: Weekends: 1,
3, 7 and 9 p.m.
Weekdays: 5, 7 and 9

p.m.

A movie review
by Thomas Byrnes
like so many there is a lesson to
be learned - especially by
those egocentric humans who
think the planet is exclusively at
their disposal. "Femgully" is
also rather enjoyable with lhe
likes of Robin Williams,
Samantha Mathis and Christian
Slater providing voices for the
central characters.
So, what's it all about and
why does it compliment events
such as Eanh Week? Well, the
title may provide a clue. With a
word like "rain forest" in the
title we should see
environmental-heads get pretty
excited. More importantly,
however, this is not just another
nm-of-the-mill-Hollywoodsaves-the-planet movie. The
filmmakers have committed to
donate a percentage of the gross
and net profits to fund projects
aimed at significant efforts to
preserve the rain forest.
The film centers around a

Promotional photo

lak, a human teenager (with the voice of Jonathan Ward), Is accidentally reduced to

the size of an elf by Crysta, a teenage fairy (wHh the voice of Samantha Mathis).
plush place called FemGully
which is inhabited by fairies
who are tiny human-like
creatures with wings who,
appropriately enough, are
perfectly in touch with the
environment (they also are
humored by fellow fairies who
believe in "human tails'').
Anyway, the fairies have
magical powers and one thing
leads to another and, POOF, a

young and naive logger is ·
shrunk to fairy sire and through
all kinds of humorous events

becomes "enlightened."
Finally, what would a hip,
politically correct cartoon be
without music? 'once again,
"Femgully" hits the target;
music is provided by such
popular entertainers as Sheena
Easton, Elton John and Thomas
Dolby. Oh yes, the music also

features a solo sung by the
master comic himself - Robin
Williams.
I strongly encourage all to
watch "Femgully ... The Last
Rain Forest." Perhaps with
more fonns of popular
entertainment such as this,
humans will finally see the light
and realize EVERY DAY is

Earth Day.
Then again, we may all die.

Music from afar

1 ) The Oyster Band ""Granite
ears"'
2) Chris Mars "'Reverse Status""
3) Indigo Girls "'Chickenman""
4) Adrian Belew "Td Rather
Be Right Here··
5) XTC "The Ballad of Peter
Pumpkin head"'
6) Peter Murphy "'Keep Me
From Harm"'
7) The Magnolias ""Matter of
ime""
'8) Steve Wyn "'Drag"'
9) Cracker "'Someday"'
1 0) Greg Brown "'Dream
,cafe"'
1 1 ) Michelle Shocked
i""Prodigal Daughter"'
1 2) The Jody Grind ""Hands
of June··
1 3) Julia Hatfield
·"'Everybody Loves Me But You""
1

Sitar music was the highlight of a concen sponsored by the COUncll
of Pakistani Studl:mts Tuesday In Stewart Hall Auditorium. Prabhas
Moghe, a University of Minnesota student, has been playing sitar for
more than 19 years.
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4th annual American Indian awareness week
American Indian Awareness Week
aims to educate, destroy stereotypes
AprllZU4:i.yl2
AmmlCnftsExhlbit

Tndldonal artork ml.American lodia.n Cnfts will be onuhlhlL AtwoodCa:ilcr Rl't'er KocxndJspby CJ.5CS.

::li.:I''
Pottf

by Troy Longie
SCS groups sponsoring American
Indian Awareness Week hope to educate
others while celebrating the culture of
American Indians.
May is Native Am~rican Month, and
American Indian Awareness Week will
be celebrated at SCS May 4-8 with a
variety of events.
Activities will include multicultural
dinners, a drum-group perfonnance to
share traditional music, and several
American Indian speakers from across
the country.
''The purpose is to share infonnation
about who we are as Native American
people, to educate, and to destroy
negative stereotypes by showing people
some truth and valid information about
American Indians," said Art Koch, First
Nations People member (formerly the
American Indian Advisory Council) and
Minority Academic Center adviser.

The speakers intend to address
controversial topics, Koch said. "The
issues that we are confronting this year
are very controversial, such as hunting
and fishing rights, mascots and
nicknames and treaty rights," he said.

Whltc, spiritual k:adcr, will pctfonn a pl.pecetelOOllJ k> lqJn tbewed.-looa,annual cdd:ndoncJ American
lodia.ncul.tureatSCS.

TheMJlle Lies We Utde DnxDGroupwillsharc tndidooal musk:wtlh 1hc audJence.
AtwoodWdl:M:i.Jl.Ralnshe:Altrood,Oric•i'tmJRoom.

Tue5d:i.y, Ma,-S:
11:00un..

O}'deBdl«oun,dlm:1orof1hcAmcricanlndl:i.omomnmtmln:i.tmallykoownspokcspcnon,.Wptbe
pmcnt:i.t1on,•HJ5IOl')'of1hcAmcricanlodlaa.Mcwcmutt,mllndianM~mlnAmcricanspori..•utde

Theatcr,AtwoodCcnlcr.

"It has been an excellent turnout since
the first year, and each year it grows,"
Koch said. "Hopefully by next year, if it
is financially possible, we will be able to
finish the week with a pow wow," said
Trae Downing, First Nations People
adviser. For more infonnation call 255-

'l'l'llocsda,-,M1y6,
10:00a.m.

Da\o'C Lvsoo,American ltliian educ:i.tloo dlm:tor, Redwood Falls ,chool district, will speak.
7:00p.m.:
Russdl Meam, dlm:w:it of American lodbnAnd-Ddaoullon Lea&ue, wlll ddiffl thl' kqnote ilddress, •15 Amcrla
Becomll1g Onr HIJF lndlmllotrntlool"
Tbur,d:i.y,May7
11:00a.m.
SpcakrnfumlhcM!lleLacslm:Bandf"iOjlbw:i..

2131.

American Indian art will be on exhibit
in Atwood display cases throughout the
month, and arts and crafts will be sold
May 6 and 7.

Topk:5: Tre:i.ty rights Issues, Huntungml fuhlng rl&hts, Govcmme:otal strucnrcoftbe Mllle Lacs We Band, Gram
C:i.slnoanda:ooomlcdcmopmc211ootberacrnt1oo.Atwood,CMc-PtmrRoom.
Frlda,-,May8

S:OOp.m.
FlntN:i.doosl'a)plefeasl:mlSOdal Dancc(Podud:)

_ ,_

This four-year tradition is sponsored
by the First Nations People, the Office of
Minority Student Programs and the
American Indian Club.

Plpcccrcmooypcrformedb,-Splrltua.lk:adcr,Pork,-Whltc.
Tradltlona!DrumGroup,;
•Uttle Otter Drum Group (objlbw:i. Nation)
•Buffalolm:Slngcn(lakottaNadon)

•NayAhSlngDanccGroup. NcwmanCcntcrTcrracc.
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T.J.'s I By Troy Longie

To all the people who think the press goes

WE

too far sometimes, consider the alternative.

PhysicalJerks / By Gunelson & Lane fli[ JO/(.{/f rHAT

B~~~~:::;:, AH()

/6fT PAID TO T'lf/S. GOD

']., 1,
1,.
To learn more about thL role of a
Frtt Press
how ii protects your

and
es:f/7:J,j°{~j/J5sional

'./];}~/;~:~ ,;1 1

If the press
didn't tell us,

who would?

STUDENTS

LOW SUMMER
RATES
Less than $100/person/month
Air conditioning, free cable,
1/2 block from SCS

.. Earn Top $S This Summer
.. FREE Training
.. Gain Great Job Experience

Positions now open in:
•
•
•
•

Marketing
Personnel
Distribution
Communications

•
•
•
•

Finance
Accounting
Manufacturing
Telemarketing

No experience necessary. No fee, no contract. We have the

~sitions/hours to keep you busy this summer.

Twin Cities Offices• 544-8565

Friday, April 24, 1992/Unlverslty Chronicle

Ordinance: One owner claims class discrimination fromPage1
"I think people will realize
where the problems arc, but I
don 't think they 'll get much
change out of the bars," said
Rick Gaetz, Red Carpet ·owner.
"It seems to be class
- discrimination on price, because
they are affecting students."
Bar owners are planning
meetings with concefned

citizens and landlords to seek
ano ther solu tion before the
ordinance is passed.
"I would like to see the
licensees take some control and
keep the City Council out of it,"
Meyer said.
"I think if they can police
their own industry, it would be a
better way to handle it," Kent

QUESTIONS ABOUT
TRANSFER OF CREDITS?

CALL THE
TRANSFER HOTLINE
FOR INFORMit.TION/AEF'f:Rflit.LS

11-7p.m.
In metro

said.
That is exac tl y what bar
owners hope to do . "We' re
going to form a bar association
to deal with all liquor issues,"
said Tom Reuther, owner of
McRudy's Pub.
The bar association will look
for solutions of their own ,
Reuther said. "Every tim e

something xomes up, (bar
owners are) looked at as secondclass citizens," he said.
"Nobody got a hold of us and
told us thi s was an issue,"
Reuther said. "It almost seems
like price fixing ."
The bar association will hold
a meeting at 3 p .m. Tuesday,
upstairs at McRudy's Pub.

Wha t's black and wh ite and
read all over?
University
C hronicle

Renting· Fall 199!!
+ Private Bedrooms

+Parking

+Shared Bedrooms

+Air Conditioning

+Mini Suites

+Heat/Water Paid

+Microwaves

+Laundry

+ Dishwashers

+Quiet Buildings

297-1051
In &reeter MN

1 -800-374-5000
lnl•••J ■ t■ mCoff•bor ■ IIIM>,
•lolnlp,oj■ct ol
MNcoll■ IJH /lll>lffNIIIIH

+Mini Blinds

$169 - $235

CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
253-3688

Student parking permits for.the 1992-1993 school year will be sold in the Atwood Center
Ballroom on May 5. Starting at 7 a.m., permit assignments will be issued first-come, first
served. One permit-assignment-will -be issued a person. The assignment-will-indicate-the-lot
and permit number you will recieve. Starting at 9 a.m., the actual sale will take place.
Students MUST be present in the Atwood Ballroom when the permit number matching their
permit assignment is being sold. Beginning May 6, students may purchase any remaining
parking permits in the office of Buildings & Grounds Management at 525 Fourth Ave. South.
Permit costs will be:
Lot A
LotC
Lot E
LotN
Lot V
Lot AA
Lot M
LotK
LotQ

$64 - Consolidation of Lot W and Zone 1 (Lots A and S)
$64
$64 - Overnight parking near Shoemaker Hall
$64
$64
$64
$53
$42
$42

The above prices include tax. Payment must be made by check or money order ONLY! Students wishing to
purchase a parking permit must have the license plate number of the vehicle they are registering. Student
parking permits are not required during the summer months, but students MUST park in student parking lots.
For further information, please call Buildings & Grounds Management at 255-2266, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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(l) Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.

$ Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1
•

a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2 ..
Notices are free and run only if space allows.

R" Deadlines: Tuesday noon for Friday editions; Friday noon for Tuesday editions.

•

Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.

181 AH classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
1r Contact Tami Gewecke at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

Housing

ft

*
YOUR satisfaction is our ooncem ...... Charlamain 253-0770.
00

STATESIDE. Four bedroom apts.,
close to SCS, heat+cable paid.
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Prop. 2516005.
UNIVERSITY North, ·new, two,
three, and four bedroom apts.,
close to campus, private locking
rooms, dishwasher, decks,
microwaves, cable, air conditioned, heat paid, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.
HALENBECK Apts.
Private
rooms, 2 baths, best prices on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.

*NEED your own room and
open to sharing an apartment?
Check out the possibilities! We
will put you in touch with others
looking to share an apartment.
Talk to your potential roommates
first, then ... Rent at simply the
best!. .. This summer and next
schoolyear ... Chari a main!
253-0770.
00

...... SUMMERS best value in
1,2,3&4 bedroom apartments
available for summer! Only 4 bedroom apartments for fall. Just a
few
available!
Call
today... Charlamain ... 253-0770.
WALNUT Knoll Apts under new
management. Summer $95 Fall
$189-$225, 259-4841.

maintained.
253-4042.

251-6005

or

SUMMER- four bedroom, one eff.
apartment in house 2 blks from
campus.
$99 per room.
Furnished, air cond. Dan 2559739.
..... STYLED specifically for four
people our large three room bathbay room/vanity room/toiletry
room offer privacy & plenty of
space for everyone .... Charlamain!
253-0770.
WINTER quarter, M/ F singles.
$130-$180. 1 BR apt. for male
$265. Convenient locations. Dan
255-9163.

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms renting for
summer and fall. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4051.

ONE bedroom apt., heat paid, airconditioned, microwave, security,
near SCSU, downtown, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.

SOUTHVIEW Apts., 2 bedroom
units for four. Reasonable, airconditioned, cable, heat paid, one
block from hockey arena. Double
up and save, Riverside Properties
251-8284, 251-9418.

UNIVERSITY West II. k:leal location. Efficiency and 4 bedroom
units close to $CSU. Garages,
parking, security. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results Property
Mgmt. 253-0910.

BRIDGEPORT: Close to campus.
Single rooms. Clean, quiet,
microwave, laundry, parking. Heat
and basic cable paid. Renting for
summer and !all. Results Property
Management 253-0910.

UNIVERSITY Place four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, dishwasher, microwave, A/C. Close in.
Excel 251-6005.

METROVIEW, private rooms,
security, one, two, three bedroom
apts., decks, cable, heat paid,
near campus, airconditloned,
Riverside Properties 251-8284,
251-9418.

SUBLEASERS needed for spring
quarter at The Townhomes. $219.
Free parking 252-2633.

SOUTH Side Park apts. $219 fall.
Two full baths, garages $25. 819
13th St. So. 259-4841 .
TWO bedroom apartments - summer $260/mo. also houses with
slngle and double rooms for rent.
Riverside Prop. 251-8284.

•••••DISTINCTIVELY
Designed .. Charlamain!
0770.

253-

BUDGET student housing.
Private rooms for women.
Starting at $135 per month.
Apartment Finders 259-4051.
EFFICIENCY apts. air-conditioned, utilities paid, $130 summer
$250fall, 259-4841.
OLYMPIC II : Private rooms near
Ice arena. Two baths, dishwasher,
basic cable, heat paid. Garages,
parking, carports.
Renting.
Renting summer and fall. Results
Property 253-091 o.
ECLIPSE Industries Inc., $189250, Elf. 1 and 4 bedrooms.
Many locations. 259-4841.
PRIVATE rooms in 4/bdm apartments close to campus for summer & fall. Includes heat, dish washer, microwave, A/C, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates available. Campus Quarters at 575 7th Street South 252-9226.
FALL 1, 3 & 4 br apts. 8 &11 br
houses. Good locatons. Parking.
Dan 255-9163.
THREE bedroom apts. for fall ask
for Allan 251-1010 253-3488.

UNIVERSITY Apts: Two bedroom
units for lour, reasonable rates,
cable and heat paid, near campus,
we also rent rooms as singles,
Riverside Properties, 251 -9418,
251-8284.
FEMALE housing; 1311-6th Ave.
S. Park South Apartments. 2
bdrm (double occupancy) for summer and fall quarters. Secure,
clean, complete units call for viewing.
Tom 253-1898
Kathy
253-9381.
WOMEN: Tired of the noise and
conditions? We have well kept,
private rooms with a high priority
on security right across from HillCase. Call for details. Bob 2518211 days, 253-8027 evenings.
•••••cLEAN .•. Cared
for ...Considerate ... Ouiet...Ouality...
Call Charlamaln 253-07701
TWO bedroom apts. for four people. Summer and Fall. Ask for
Allan 251-101 o or 253-3488.
FEMALE: Slngle rooms, summer
and fall. Quiet, utilities paid. 253•
0451.
NORTH Campus: 1,3,4 bedroom
units with decks, dishwashers, 1
1/2 baths, laundry, security. Heat
paid. Close to campus. Garages,
parking. Results Property Mgmt.
253-0910.
HOUSE available for summer!
Great location- to downntown and
Lake George. Call on the details!!
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.
PRIVATE + shared rooms for
women in houses+smaller apart•
ment bldgs. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, micro, dishwasher, well

WINDSOR West: 4 bedroom,
some bi-level units. Heat, water,
basic cable paid. Quiet. Results
Property Mgmt. 253-0910.
····•so PHISTICATED
Style ... Charlamairl! 253-0770.
CAMPUS East; Private rooms.
Two full baths. Storage, dishwashers, basic cable and heat
paid. Free parking. Garages
available. Renting summer and
fall. Results Property253-0910.
CAMPUS Apts. Four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, garages,
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Property
Mgmt. 251-6005.
IMMEDIATELY single and 3 br
apt, short term leases. Near
SCSU. Dan 255-9163.
LARGE single room wt private
bathroom and NC for the older
student. Utillties includes. 706 6th Ave. So. 252-9226.
QUALITY apartments, low rent. 2
bedroom apts. for fall. Large
enough for 4 people at $155.
Includes heat, electricity, garbage,
water, cable. Call 253-1439.
BRIDGEVIEW South- Just a walk
across the street to Halenbeck
Hall. Attractive and well kept
building offering free basic cable,
ample parking, microw!:i.ves, 0/W,
and plenty morel Call Usll
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.
STATEVIEW: One block from
campus. Single rooms. laundry,
parking, basic cable and heat paid.
Renting summer and next fall.
Results Property Management
253-0910.
•--•••WHIRLPOOL spa, sundeck/balconies. Relax in your own
bedroom, heated garages, all only
$3 more. . . ...... Charlamain!
253-0770

UNIVERSITY West Apts. 7247th. Four bedroom units. A/C,
garages, heat-cable paid. Excel
251-6005.
COLLEGEVIEW Apartments.
Private rooms near ice arena.
Renting summer-discounts, fall
starting $209, dishwashers, cable,
heat paid, Riverside 251-8284
251-9418.
NON-SMOKER to share 2 br apt.
with male. $192.50 mo. 2528305.
..... QUALITY and Care you can
depend on at Charlamain! 2530770.
$100-$115. Summer 1/2 block
from campus, newer apts, A.C.
251-0525.
LARGE 1 bedroom apartment.
Summer only. $250, includes
electricity, AC, microwave.
Nancy 255-9497.

1 BR apt. available summer or fall.
Heat paid, microwave, laundry,
locked entry, 251-6005.
CLEAN and quiet 4 bedroom apts.
2 bathroorf'ls, dishwashers, breakfast bars. Free electricity, heat,
garbage, water, cable. Close to
campus. $215/mo. West Campus
11. 253-1439.
FULL Houses for Rent. Save vs.
Apt-Sbedroom house for 5 to 8
persons $159/$179 mo. Also Apt.
2 bedroom Rooms Singles $149 to
$189. Model College of Hair
Design 253-4222 Kim 656-0740
Andy.
FEMALE , one single, one double
in remodeled, furnished four bedroom home. Computer (MAC) station, free parking, two blocks to
campus. Call Rand after six 2559739.
VERY Affordable. $145.00 per
person. Two bedrooms designed
!or foursomes. Quiet 4 plex. 1/2
block south of Ntnl. Hockey Ctr.
Summer specials. Free off street
parking. Cati 252-2000 or 2529759.
FEMALE, one single, one double,
in remodeled, furnished four bedroom home. Computer (MAC) station, free parking, two blocks to
campus. Call Rand after six 2559739.
ONE and four bedroom apts.
Central air, private rooms, blinds,
micro., large bath, basic cable,
parking, garages, convienient.
253-1320 or 253-1838.
SUMMER. Female. Bedroom in 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-048 t.
MALE 4 single rooms for fall.
Clean, quiet house 251-2116.
FOR RENT NEAR CAMPUS.
House/ 4-6 tenants. 1-2-3 bedroom apts. Call soon 255-0850.

4 BDRM newer apts, campus
close, early bird discounts 2510525.
QUIET 4- plex near campus for
summer. Lots of windows for cool
breeze. Large 2 & 4 bedroom
apts. $75-125. Call now 2531439.
FEMALE subleaser; Townhomes
$150-B.O. 259-4717.
2 BDRM Apts. 4 persons, large,
clean, quiet, close to campus.
Heat paid. Economical living 2531320 or 253-1838.

SUMMER - Fall Close! Efficiency,
1,2,4 bedroom apts - affordable,
A/C, microwave, dishwasher, tanning. Campus Management 2511814.
ONE bedroom apartment, nice
large living area, close to SCSU,
downtown. $350/month includes
utilities. Air-conditioned. Available
May 1. 259-5532.
SUMMER renters 2, 3 & 4 br apts.
7-11 br houses. Singles available.
Dan 255-9163.
SUMMER rates. 1 br $210 dollars
per month. 2 br at $230/mo. Apt.
Finders 259-4051.
SUMMER rentals starling at
$75.00. Houses and apartments.
259-9434.
RIVERRIDGE Apartments for
summer & fall- free lot parking,
with tuckunder available. Low
rents include 0/W, microwaves,
A/C, breakfast bar, mini blinds,
laundry facilities and free basic
cable . Call today! Preferred
Property Services, Inc. 259-0063.
SUMMER rates starting at $80
dollars per month for private room.
Apt. Finders 259-4051.
SUMMER ROOMS: close to
campus, clean, and quiet.
$80/mo. + utilities. Call Bob 251 8211.
3 BR, 4 students, $780.00 w/o
phone. 2 br., 3 students, $555.00
w/o phone. Dave 259-5320.
SUPER summer housing deals.
Cheap rent, low deposit, whole
apartments or private room, airconditioning, free cable IV, excellent location 259-0977.
SUMMER. Female. Bedroom in 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-0481 .
HUGE apartments- competitive
rents- unique floor plan- beautiful
buildings- gas grill and free lot
parking- all at Bridgeview West!!
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.
THREE of four non-smokers to
share two or three bedroom apartment in house. 253-5340.
$179-209 4 bedroom newer security apts., OW, A/C, 3, 6, 9, 12 mo.
leases, clean, quiet. 251-0525.
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THREE bedroom lower level
apartment. Available June 1 or
Fall. 253-0745.
NICE, newer apts. with openings
for summer. Central air. Most utilities paid. $99/mo. 259-9673.
CLASSY 3 bedroom apts: Pik•
Kwik next to Halenbeck Hall.
Summer rates. Call 251-1045.
NEWLY remodeled house, five
beds, two baths, free parking, utilities paid, washer/dryer, quiet
atmosphere, $200. Call Dan 253·
8288.
FEMALE: 2 and 3 bedroom apartments for fall. Private rooms, utilities paid, laundry, parking. 2530451.
SEVERAL one bedroom and efficiency apartments for summer
and fall in houses. 259-9434.
CLASSIC on 12th awaits you!
Beautiful large yard available for
that perfect tan- gas grill for all
those get togethers- air conditioned apartmetns for those hotsummer nights! Other amenities
include free basic cable,
microwaves, D/W, Mini-blinds and
heat paid.
Call Us Today!
Preed Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.
COOL POOL and a hot tennis
court. 1 bedroom starting at $235,
2 br $290/ month. Apt. Finders
259-4051.
FEMALE to share house- summer $110 utilities included, private
rooms, close to SCSU. 251-8564.
RAVINE one bedroom apt. 2537116.
FALL- one or two women to lease
part of furnished home. Computer
station, free parking, 2 blocks to
campus. Call Dan 255-9739 days.

SECRET LOANS!
We lend
money by mail - $300 to $5000 in
absolute privacy. Borrow for any
good reason. ·No co-signers. No
mortgages. Write for details and
application
no obligation.
Financial Services, Dept. L, Box
237, Verbena, Alabama 360910237. Enclose envelope!
ATTENTION Entrepreneurs. Earn
extra income part-time or full-time
while you help fight violent crimes
through arming students with the
ECHO (Emergency Call Help Out).
Currently seeking local independent distributors. The time is now,
call today for more Info. Thomas
Ross, 612-333-4774.
FINANCIAL Aid avallable immediate!y! Special grants program.
Every student eliglble. No one
turned down. Simple application.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to : Student
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026,
~ollywood, FL 33022.
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results at
the St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call 612-253-1962 24 hrs.
a day. 400 East St. Germain St.,
Suite 205, St. Cloud.
TYPING - Need fast, last minute
word processing? Call Brenda,
393-2633.

ALASKA JOBS. $1000+/wk,
room, board, airfare. Now hiring.
(503) 754-6051 ext. 8.
"THINKING of taking some time
off from school? We need MOTHER·s HELPERS/NANNIES. We
have prescreened families to suit
you. Live in exciting New York
City suburbs. We are established
since 1984 and have a strong support network. 1-800-222-XTRN
MANHATTAN 9/92 - 6/93 Excel.
Salary, room'board. Teach sweet
UD boy, 16, after school. Days
free. Opportunity to work as paralegal or study. Call Sun-Thurs
p.m. (212) 724-9540.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fi sheries.
Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. FOf employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 1629.
LEASING agent. Full-time / parttime spring and fall. Temporary
with possibility for permanent position. Outgoing and ambitious person needed for apt. leasing. Must
be highly motivated, energenic,
•and possess excellent communication skills. Send resume to
Leasing Agent, PO Box 7792, St.
Cloud, MN 56302.

HEADING FOR EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime for
$169 from the East Coast, $229
frorii the Midwest (when available).
(Reported in Let' s Gol & NY
Times .) AIRHlTCH r 212-8642000.

WANTED: Live in hours available
in the SCSU area as well as in the
Melrose - Grey Eagle area. Very
competiiive wages and benefits. If
interested contact Catholic
Charities Home Care at: 259·
8757. or 205 7th Ave. N.
TYPING: Resumes and papers - EOE/A.A.
done on letter quality printer. Call
Bridget 259-6356, leave message.
WANTED: Summer daycare for
one 7 year old child in exchange
for room and board. Westside
253-3508.

For Sale IJy'"""

NANNIES NEEDED. Well known
agency has the perfect job for you
in Connecticut. Loving families,
top salaries, room and board, airfare paid. CARE FOR KIDS, Dept.

WOMEN :
Newly remodeled
house one block from campus fOf
non-smokers only, single rooms,
laundry facilities. Fall openings
252-9413 after 5:00.

RALEIGH men's 26" 12 speed
touring bike - lightweight with
waterbottle &cage, riding gloves,
helmet. Barely used. Julie 2533290.

WE need a roommate to share
huge apartment in house near
campus. Summer/Fall. Call Cathy
or Chris 654-8813.

1984 Red Camara 5-speed
p.s/p.b., black nose cover, good
mileage, good condition overall,
excellent interior. Julie 253-3290.

HUGE one bedroom apartment
available immedi ately. Great
Bargain! Call 253-1268.

DARKROOM (B&W), complete
$150, Fostex X-15 multitracker
$250, Violin $100, Clarinet $60,
Complete PA System $200, Mike
656-9136.

male counselors to be housed with
male campers (female counselor
positions filled.) Apply Soon!
Camp Courage: (612) 963-3121.

ENVIRONMENTALLY safe Shaklee products available at
1412 St. Germain 251-9431.

SUMMER JOBS. $7.75. No
.experience, will train. Flexible
hours. We offer internships/scholarships. Call253-2151.

MALE single rooms $120 summer,
$195 fall, utilities paid. 251-8895.
SUMMER. Female, 4 bedroom
house, 3 rooms available. Utilities
paid, W/D in apt., free private
parking. 253-1054.

Attention ' ' '
BEST deal on laser produced
resumes/papers. Receive rebate.
253-4573.
PARKING: 2 blocks from Atwood
253-5452, evenings.
PROFESSIONAL Resumes and
cover letters. Gottwalt Consulting
(612) 259-6098 English B.S.
LADIES. Quality exotic male
dancers & entertainers for private
parties, Strip-o -grams or for any
occasion. Call Northern Exposure
(612) 649-6976.
GRAD student will edit, proofread
and tutor any writing assignment.
Call Chris 654-1720 flexible rates.
TYPING. Word processing, letter
quality. Draft and final oopy. Fast
service, reasonable rates. Term
papers, theses, resumes, cover
letters, etc... Call Alice 259-1 040
or 251-7001.

CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
Seized.
89 Mercedes
.......... $200.
86 \f'N.
.................. $50.
87 Mercedes ................... $100.
65 Mustang .................... $50.
Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details 801-379-2929
Copyright #MN12KJC.
1990 Katana 600, Great condition,
6,600 mi., Red, $3250. 259-7747
Doug.
1972 GMC HD 3/4 ton pickup,
good running condition, some rust.
Best offer call Lee 656-9168.
HOT pink prom dress. &and new.
$75. If interested call 654-6308.
O'BRIEN Pro-Circuit Slalom Ski
with bag, mint. Call 255-2654
leave message.

Employment $
CAMP for boys (June through
July) on Pelican Lake, north of
Brainard. Need program director,
counselors, waterfront, archery,
music and kitchen help. (612)
731-1166.

;~~:3: ~~

3~~ 2~;;~~wayton, CT

SUMMER CAMP serving kids and
adults with special need looking
~':p~U:~e;;~;~~tii~~~~':~ic,~o:ong~

MANHATTAN 9/92 • 6/93 Excel.
Salary, room'board. Teach sweet,
UD boy, 16, after schoool. Days
free. Opportunity to work as paralegal or •study. Call Sun-Thurs.
p.m. (212) 724-9540.
$5341 is the amount the average
student
made
with
the
Southwestern Co. last summer!
Call 656-4231 for an Informational
Interview on campus.

Friday, April 24. 1992/Unlverslty Chronicle
Great Plalns Publishing, Box 1903, 55301-0095.
Joplin, MO 64801.
RELIGION is prejudice and slavSTOP!!! Need a Job Now and for ery. All religions are cults. Biblical
Summer? Earn $3 per envelope Jesus Is not good:'Why do you call
mailing our Sales Circulars! me good? No one is good except
Full/Part Time! Start Now! Send a god alone." (Mark 10:18) {Also
Long S.A.S. Envelope: Galaxee implies he is not g6d.) Biblical
Distributors,
Employee Jesus against school prayer:"But
Processii,g, P.O. Box 1157 Forked when you pray, go into a room by
River, NJ 08731.
yourself, sl!lut the door, and pray to
your Father who is there in the
UNIQUE SUMMER JOBS IN secret place;...~(Matt. 6:6).
BEAUTIFUL MN ... Spend 4-13
weeks In the "Land of 10,000 THOSE who believe in the Christ
Lakes".
Earn salary plus and the hope of everlasting life
room/board. Counselors, nurses promised in the Bible have every(RN,GN,BSN), lifeguards and thing to gain. IF they are right and
other positions available at MN the scoffers are wrong it makes an
camps for children and adults with Eternity of Difference. What do
disabilities. Contact MN Camps, you have to gain or lose by readRt. 3 Box 162, Annandale, MN ing God's Word and believing in
55302 (612) 274-8376 ext. 10. His Son, Jesus?
EOE
CHRISTIANITY is prejudice and
slavery. If you can be convinced
(e.g. through religion) that you do
not and cannot have control of
your own·life , then you will yield to
WANTED: Older single man who manipulation. What would you
would like to live in NW Minnesota. replace god with? What would
as companion and helper to same you replace Santa claus with?
Write: Box 95, Albertville, MN Maturity.

Personals

'9

IF yol!'RE SEXUAlly AcTivE,
bE REspoNsiblE·.
Family Planning Center
• CoNrnAc epTivE cd ucAriON
• Pl-iysicAI EXAMiNATiONS
•

PREGNANCY TESTi NCj

• WOMENS1
.-u:AIT~i srnvicc
2H 1/"l 7 th A,·e. N.
St. Cloud

252-9504

f------ - - - -- - - -- - - - - • Read. and Recycle • Read and Recycle •

f--r.-=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=i

SUMMER ROOMS
$55,65,75, 100,110

WINTER ROOMS
$125, 135, 145,
155,165,175,185

SKI & work in Colorado ~ext win•
terll Crested Butte Mountain
Resort is coming again to do
r9Cfuiting for our student 0mployee
program. $500 scholarship,
$5/hour, a free unlimited ski pass,
housing,.. and much morel
Various positions are available.
For more information please
attend our Informational presentation held at 6:00pm on Thursday,
April 23rd in Atwood Center, ltaska
Room or contact our sponsor
Career Planning & Placement 255·
2165. We are an EOE.
SUMMER JOBS! Complete Guide
to Employment in the National
Parks- 10,000 jobs. Work on
Cruise Ships- listings for all cruise
lines. $5.95 each, $10.95 for both.

253-5452
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Three Affordable Locations
Near Campus
La,ge

::z::: ~:~~~

baths

Security Bldgs.
Laundry facilities
Tanning Beds & Ceiling Fans
Extra Closet & Storage Space
Newer Buildings

•

UNIVE:JlSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES

252-2633

·

Cinnamon Ridge 7 Ave. So.
Olympic I Apts. 15 St. So.
M & M Apts. 8 Ave. So.

Join the March of Dimes
WalkAmerica.
April 25, 1992
252-1156
l1h1 MarcholDimlsBinhDelec:tsfoundation
1ndsigo~1odayl

'Summer in the City'
The Finest in Affordable Student Housing

University Place

University West

Free
Basic
Cable!

1009 and 1021 6th Ave. S.

Stateside Apts.
1010 and 1020 6th Ave. S.

724 7th Ave. S.

Campus Apts.
411 5th Ave. S.

CALL 252-2633

Amenities include:
Air conditioning, Microwaves, Dishwashers, TV and phone jacks in bdrm .,
Bathrooms with extra shower, Laundry, Bike rack, Free summer parking and mo re!

Low summer rates/Also renting fall

25 ◄ -6005

Excel Realty - Prop. Mg_mt. Inc.
810 W. St. Germain

I

•Hea~ Swimming Pool ""4 Bedroom Townhome
• Volleyball Court
•FREE Basic Expanded Cable
tooOn-Site Management
•Air Conditioning
•FREE Parkinr/OuUets
tooCeiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Microwaves/Dishwashers •Heat and Water Paid
•Metro Bus Service
•Individual Iasea

HELP WANTED - MAINTENANCE

Temoomrv oerson needed far summer months

253-4042

full-time with some travel required, drywall, painting, light
carpentry, and general maintenanace. Individual should
be highly mctivated and detail oriented.
Send resume to: Temporary Maintenance,
P.O. Box 7792, St. Cloud, MN 56302

.HIGHPOINT

PAYING

Apartments
259-9673
SPECIAL
PRE-RENT NOW FOR FALL AND GET
$25 OFF FIRST MONTHS RENT!
WE MAKE YOUR LIVING DECISIONS EASY AND FAST
FOR THE BEST THAT THE CAMPUS AREA HAS TO OFFER
"CHECK-OUT" THESE HIGHPOINTS!

$185

STARTING PRICE AT$~

V
V
V

MlCROWAVES AND DISIIWASIIERS INEACIIAPARTMENr
HEAT&WATI:llPAID
MINIBUNDS

~ LAUNDRYFACJLJlTE.SONEACHFLOOR

V

~""

PUJG.INSAVAil..ABLE

':,.,,..,
~

VCE!mALAIR

V
V
V
V

MORE FOR RENT PER MONTH?

3 Bedroom

Apartments Starting ·
as low as $160
per person!

.qJ'

GREAT LOCATION

t:

1V ANDTELEPIIONE HOOK-UPS IN EACH ROOM
COURTEOUS ON SITE Bun.DING MANAGERS

INTERCOM SYSTEMS

~,$
"".:::,

VsECURITY STAFF ON SITE

G

$219 OR

FREE BASIC CABI.J3

YOU'VE ALREADY LOOKED AT THE
REST NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST!
LET US BE YOUR NEXT APARTMENT!
IT WON'T BE LONG UNTIL SPRING
LET'S BE PREPARED AND READY TO
MOVE!
WHY MOVE IT? - STORE IT FOR FREE .
Ir you sign your lease for fall , you can leave your furniture
and belongings right in you r apartment! It will all be t~ere
when you move back in th e fall! Yes free storage for the
summer if you sign up now! You can't pass up this deal! No
one will have to move you in the spring or again next fall!

--·

IIIGHPCXNT

Five more reasons to live at Oakleaf:
1. FREE parking
2. Ten-minute walk from campus
3. On Metrobus and Husky Shuttle route
4. You only pay for telephone and electricity
5. Two different size and style apartments

Oakleaf Apartments
253-4422

